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Language

Acquisition Explained

Let us go back to the example cited at the very
beginning; Youssef has definitely not acquired the
word bayyazha from an adult. Instead, he made a wrong morphological
derivation to make another form (bayyaz “ )”بيَّظof the colloquial Arabic
verb baz “”باظ. He adapted the morphological structure of other past
tense verbs such as ghayyar “”غيًّر.
Similarly, children acquiring English as their first language often
treat irregular verbs as regular. Instead of “held” and “went”, they would
come up with words like “holded” and “goed”; simply because they
apply the “ed” suffix rule to form the past tense. The same applies to
the “s” suffix to make the plural form of nouns; you might hear “toothes”
instead of “teeth” and so on. Some children would even mix up different
rules and come up with utterances like “womens” and “broked”.
Developing phonology is also evident; especially, when the child’s
articulatory abilities are still humble. We might find children’s messy
pronunciation amusing; but in fact, they are performing sophisticated
subconscious phonological processes. I bet we all heard a little child
pronouncing the “t” phoneme as “k”, as in “ ”أكلعinstead of “ ”أطلعor
“tat” instead of “cat”; my two-year old daughter pronounces “ ”جبنةas
“”نمنة. This process is known as consonant harmony, where children
substitute the phonemes they find hard to articulate with easier ones
that make similar sounds. Another phonological process is consonant
cluster simplification, where they drop one or more consonant sound
from a word as in pronouncing “ ”عربيةas “ ”عبيةor “spoon” as “poon”.
Stages of Language Acquisition
The very first stage of language acquisition is phoneme perception,
at which infants process the sounds they hear in the early months of
their lives. In response, they start to turn their heads in the direction
of sounds. Later, they develop different patterns of crying styles to
express different needs; they also produce sequences of vowel-like
sounds.
By four months of age, babies develop the ability to articulate velar
consonants* and start producing one-syllable sounds like “ga” and
“ka”, known as cooing. The third
stage, babbling, takes place between
six and eight months of age. Infants
become able to make multi-syllable
utterances combining consonants
and vowels; such as “ba-ba-ba”.
Very soon, they learn to articulate
new consonants and produce more
complex syllable combinations,
such as “ma-da-ga-ba”. Although
these sounds are meaningless, this
“pre-language” provides the child
with some experience of the social
role of speech.
Between twelve and eighteen
months, toddlers use single words
or holophrases to make requests
or express feelings. By the age of
twenty months, children’s repertoire
moves beyond 50 words and they
start to use a variety of two-word
combinations or protosentences,
such as “mommy eat”. The adult
interpretation of the holophrases and
the protosentences depend on the
context. For example, if the child

says “spoon” or “poon”, it is either naming the object or
saying “I want a spoon”. Similarly, the combination “baby
juice” can either mean “the baby is drinking juice” or “the baby
wants juice”.
At two years of age, children can produce up to 300 words and
understand five times as many. Then comes the sixth stage known as
the telegraphic speech at two-and-a-half years. This stage features
humble syntactic abilities as the child develops the skill of sentence
building. They produce laconic utterances made up of content words
(nouns, verbs, adjectives, etc.) and drop functional words (articles,
propositions, etc.). Examples include “baby play garden” or “Daddy
goed bye-bye car”.

Finally, by three years of age, the vocabulary grows to hundreds
of words, the grammatical and syntactic abilities advance, and the
pronunciation becomes closer to that of an adult. In general, normal
children develop language along almost the same schedule, which is
tied to the maturation of the brain; however, variations can always exist.
No doubt, the human language faculty is a great gift bestowed upon
humanity; it is by far the most sophisticated communication system
of all time. Language acquisition and use involve highly-advanced
cognitive and biological mechanisms that have always puzzled thinkers
and linguists. Despite the evident linguistic diversity over time and
space, this incredible human ability to-do-language remains universal.
*Velar consonants are pronounced with the back part of the tongue
against the back part of the roof of the mouth (palate).
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Plants are productive creatures without which we would not have oxygen to breathe or get rid of carbon dioxide.
Moreover, without plants we would not have the energy we need to survive. Plants obtain energy from the Sun,
passing it on to us upon consuming them directly or indirectly when we consume animals that feed on plants; this
is the universal natural cycle of life. However, have you ever heard of plants that not only eat insects, but also small
animals?!
No need to wonder; this is reality. Some plants do not obtain enough nutrition from the soil, and hence, opt
for hunting insects and small animals. However, this does not make them consumer creatures, for they remain
productive through photosynthesis.
Why and how do plants consume insects?

After conducting several studies on these plants, it was
found that most of them grow in nitrogen-poor soils by swamps.
Nitrogen is an essential element for plants; thus, they make
up for it and other missing nutrients by consuming insects.
Studies have also proven that predatory, or carnivorous, plants
have become to be as such due to evolution. Living organisms
change, spontaneously evolving to cope with the surrounding
environment. In other words, predatory plants were once regular
plants, but they evolved to consume insects and small animals
in response to their poor environment.
If you think about it, plants in general have neither muscular
nor digestive systems; how then do they hunt and digest their
preys? Predatory plants set traps to hunt insects through their
attractively colorful, yet very sticky, leaves. One such species
looks dewy, which attracts insects that soon get trapped by
these deceivingly sticky drops. Other predatory plants emit
distinctive smells that attract insects.
Once the insects are trapped, predatory plants use one
of two techniques to catch them. They can change the water
pressure in one side of the leaf, making it bend over the other
side. Alternatively, one part of the leaf can be larger than the
other so it bends over it. As for digestion and absorbing nutrients
from the insect, most carnivorous plants secrete digestive
enzymes or contain bacteria that do this task. Other plants do
the hunting, but wait for other creatures to eat the prey, so that
they may then feed on their wastes as prepared meals.

The Most Famous Carnivorous Plants

According to the latest statistics, there are about 600 different
species of predatory plants around the world, the most famous
of which are:
1. The Cape Sundew: A perennial plant that flourishes in humid
places in South Africa and consumes insects.
2. The Red Dragon: One of the most famous carnivorous plants that
also exists in South Africa. It consumes insects and small animals,
such as frogs, using its large colorful leaves to attract prey.
3. The Venus Flytrap: This species is in the United States,
specifically in the State of Carolina, which is rich with swamps.
Flies, bees, and spiders are its main food.
A Harsh Challenge
Predatory plants face an extremely harsh challenge; namely,
how pollen is transferred if its means of transportation becomes
the food of plants? How do these plants reproduce?
Several research studies tackled this point in particular,
and have proven that most predatory plants can differentiate
between pollen carriers and other insects they consider prey.
Pollen-carrying insects head to the plant flowers rich in pollen,
which is usually far from the leaves. Other insects head to the
plant leaves and are trapped then eventually eaten.
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In the past, human beings were
hunters and gatherers; they moved from
one place to another. They eventually
created tools to help them perform their
duties; and overtime, they developed and
learned to communicate with each other.
Man started to depend on agriculture;
as a result, civilization and societies
eventually flourished because ploughing
the land and caring for the crops allowed
people to finally settle and create
communities.
The word “society” comes from
the French word société, meaning
“company” which, in a sense, implies the
role of society. Thomas Paine, American
philosopher, argues that societies existed
way before governments because of the
mutual interests between human beings
and their dependence on each other.
Aristotle once noted that “Man is by
nature a social animal” and continued to
argue that living in a society is part and
parcel of being human. Hence, whether
it is a necessity or an inclination to form
groups to ward off loneliness, societies
and the role they play in human existence
must be studied.
Here comes the importance of
sociology; it places the society and
people under the microscope in order to
discover social relations, people’s role in
society, and how the society shapes the
individual, etc. Sociology sheds light on
significant factors of our reality; hence, it

allows us to explore human relationships
and to see them in a new light. Since
it is not always easy to explain and
understand human relationships in
society, sociological theories have
come up to unveil the complexities in
the society. Two of the major theories
of sociology are: the Functional and the
Conflict Theories.
The “Functional Theory” views
harmony in the society, which is a whole,
whose different pieces are inseparable.
After all, societies share same beliefs
and values; therefore, they also share
a common goal, which all members
of society work toward accomplishing.
Accordingly, individuals become in the
end devoted members, who do their
best for the welfare of society because
they believe that the best interests of
society are their best interests as well.
Emile Durkheim and Talcott Parsons are
among the main figures who support the
Functional Theory.
Unlike the Functional Theory, the
“Conflict Theory” does not thrive on
harmony. Conflict Theory is, in short, the
embodiment of its name. This Theory
arose from the work of Karl Marx, who
was a social thinker believed to be one
of the most influential figures in history.
Any given society is divided into social
classes, which are in perpetual conflict
because they want to better their status.
The social class that has full power

strives to remain in power by imposing its
own rules. In other words, those who are
wealthy try to maintain their wealth, while
the impoverished classes try to improve
their fortune; each class works for its
own interests. This is why conflicts arise
because the interests of the two classes
in the same society clash. An example
of this conflict is the appearance of labor
unions, which exist only to fight for the
rights of the workers in the society.
The two sociological theories
contradict each other. While one theory
supports the claim that the society
lives in harmony and individuals work
together to accomplish the same goals,
the other theory believes that individuals
only work for their own interests and not
for the whole society. The two theories
show that the social experience is a rich
one, and that it requires more than one
interpretation to be understood. It is only
when we understand ourselves and the
purpose of society that we can create a
better society.
Sociology helps us create a better
society by shedding light on the
prevalent trends, values, and behaviors
in any given society. In short, sociology
focuses on the rich social experience in
an attempt to understand and define the
role and purpose of society. It is true the
theories of sociology may differ; despite
the differences, the goal of sociology
remains the same: the welfare of Man in
society.
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Whether you are watching television, listening to the radio, or
surfing the Internet, you are surrounded by awareness messages
aiming to make you adopt a certain behavior or change the way you
view a topic. Have you ever wondered what lies behind all these
messages and how they influence you?
A behavior is the set of actions or reactions individuals and
communities take due to internal and external stimulants. They are
usually influenced by social norms, cultures, past experiences, personal
perceptions, and educational and awareness level. Accordingly, a
behavior that is accepted in a community is not necessarily acceptable
in another; the same applies on the individual level.
Changing a community or an individual’s behaviors is based on
three pillars: a trigger that urges people to change, a routine that
people will follow to modify their behavior, and lastly, a reward, or the
positive impact that people will witness in their lives.
In the past, behavioral change was through top–down approaches
such as the teacher–student type of communication. This method has
proved its failure in changing behaviors and ensuring the sustainability
of change, because knowledge alone is not enough.
People need an approach that involves them in the changing
process, rather than order them to stop what they are doing
because “science says so”. Hence, Social and Behavior Change
Communication emerged; it uses other approaches, acting on
multiple aspects to motivate the behavioral change.
Social and Behavior Change Communication (SBCC) are
interventions aiming to positively change the behaviors towards
a specific topic via the power of “communication”. This can be
through influencing attitudes, knowledge, norms, and practices of
communities, societies, or individuals, leading to better social norms,
policy-making, and future.
SBCC incorporates three core elements:
Social Change: to change social norms, gender roles,
perceptions, and policies;
Behavioral Change: through making the newly practices
feasible and easily adaptable to achieve better outcomes to the
population; and
Communication: using different channels and themes that target
the audience needs and preferences.
SBCC is a multi-sectoral process that involves more time,
human, and sometimes financial, resources to be implemented. You
must start by scoping the audience, creating the needed materials,
testing them, then implementing your SBCC campaign.

You need to start by formulating an SBCC strategy after analyzing
the problem, defining the barriers and motivators, then designing the
effective messages and interventions for your community.
Have you ever seen an SBCC campaign? Of course, you did! All
television, radio, social media, newspapers and magazines display
SBCC content; they either target the whole population or are tailored
for specific community groups. Famous examples are: campaigns
on cancer prevention, rationalizing electricity consumption, saving
water, avian and swine flu awareness, family planning, diabetes and
hepatitis awareness, breastfeeding and childcare awareness, etc.
Currently, the arena is more suitable for SBCC campaigns thanks
to the massive progress in social media, which provides low-cost
channels for disseminating messages among different communities,
classes, and age groups. Moreover, people’s perceptions have totally
changed after globalization. They have become more open to foreign
actions and trends, which have enriched their experiences.
SBCC and Health Communication
The most common applications of SBCC campaigns are concerned
with public health. Health communication activities can vary widely,
depending on the objectives, audience, and communication channels.
In this process, the activities vary according to the target audience and
objective of the campaigns.
Health communication is a part of what we call Health Education.
Originally, health education and communication procedures were
usually performed through producing Information, Education, and
Communication (IEC). IEC materials are the visual material used in
transferring the required information and changing the behaviors.
Health communication is research-based; SBCC must be driven
by epidemiological evidence and inclusive analysis for the community’s
perspectives and needs. From that, the importance of researching in the
behavioral science field has risen. Experts analyzed the populations’
knowledge, perceptions, norms, and preferences, hence, developing a
new approach in behavioral change the multi-sectoral approach.
In Egypt, we have witnessed several successful public health
campaigns; such as schistosomiasis treatment and prevention, family
planning, and female genital mutilations. These campaigns were a
success; they captured the population’s attention, causing a significant
behavior change with sustainable positive effects.
At the end, we can conclude that behavioral sciences have a major
role in our lives and future; understanding behaviors is a key element
in mobilizing communities and individuals towards positive behaviors
and social norms. Further research on SBCC and its related fields are
still ongoing to serve humanity and help people adapt better behaviors
for a better future.
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Symptoms
Generally, it is hard to identify specific
symptoms of any psychiatric illness,
because some symptoms are similar;
however, each disease has certain
distinguishing symptoms. A paranoid
personality is distinguished by:
• A constant belief that others are deceiving
him/her and are plotting against him/her.
• Extreme fear to provide information
about himself/herself, even to close
people, fearing they would use it against
him/her.
• A sense of persecution and suspicion in
people surrounding him/her.
• Expecting lack of sincerity from others.
Sometimes, symptoms develop into
audio–visual hallucinations.
It is not necessary for a paranoid
person to suffer from all these symptoms
combined; the type of paranoia is the
determining characteristic of its symptom.
Types
Persecution Paranoia: The patient
feels that everyone persecutes him/her for
ethnic, religious, or other reasons of his
invention, which he/she believes in.
Grandeur
Paranoia:
Celebrities
suffering from problems in the formation
of their personalities, and people who are
already exposed to harm or harassment
from others, are those who suffer most
from this disease. This causes them
to imagine grandeur or that they have
supernatural powers.
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This brings us first to the differentiation between the
aforementioned situations, as the difference between mental
illness and psychological health is usually misunderstood.
Mental illness refers to alterations in thinking, emotions, or
behaviors that create distress and impaired functioning for the
individual; it is often a result of biological changes in the brain.
Psychological health, on the other hand, is determined by more
than just the absence of mental illness.
If a person is not depressed, does not have hallucinations
or delusions, they are probably not mentally ill; however, that
does not mean they are necessarily psychologically healthy.
Psychological health means having the ability to think, express,
and behave appropriately in relation to our emotions. Knowing
the difference is important.
The common trait between geniuses in all kinds of fields—
whether artistic, scientific, or other—is creativity. Hence, it
is actually creativity that is often associated with “madness”,
and I insist on using quotation marks, because although we
commonly use the term for describing any kind of behavior or
demeanor that we deem abnormal, it is not truly correct to use it
spontaneously in any such case.
A definitive link between mental illness and creative pursuits
had been missing; about one in four people in the creative
industry struggle mentally in some form, which is the same
ratio as the general population. Past research had, however,
tentatively confirmed a correlation; scientific surveys found that
highly creative people are more likely to have mental illness in
their family, indicating a genetic link. At least two recent studies
have found that creative people are significantly more likely
to be a sibling or child of someone who is autistic, anorexic,
schizophrenic, or bipolar. They experience a milder expression
of schizotypal traits, such as openness to new experiences,
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a tolerance for ambiguity, and an approach to the world relatively
free of preconceptions.
Scientists had previously found that divergent thinking, or the
ability to “think outside the box”, involves the brain’s dopamine
communication system. A research team at the Karolinska Institute
in Stockholm studied 13 mentally healthy, highly creative men and
women, using PET scanning to determine the abundance of a
particular dopamine receptor, or sensor, in the creative individual
thalamus and striatum, which are the areas that process and sort
information before it reaches conscious thought. The team found
that people who had lower levels of dopamine receptor activity in
the thalamus also had higher scores on tests of divergent thinking—
for instance, finding several solutions to a problem.
Previous research showed that people with schizophrenia also
have lower dopamine receptor activity in the thalamus; the scientists
suggest in their paper that this striking similarity demonstrates a
“crucial” link between creativity and psychopathology. “Thinking
outside the box might be facilitated by having a somewhat less
intact box,” writes lead author Fredrik Ullén, a cognitive scientist
at Karolinska.
The truth is, for many creative people, the psychological
and physiological manifestations of a frustrated life can lead to
hospitalization, debilitating depression, mania, or flourishing of
mood disorders. For those attempting to cope in a world that does
not embrace alternatives too well, the consequences may seem
less severe, but are clearly identifiable as emotional problems that
indeed interfere with healthy functioning.
The association between madness and art in particular is as old
as Western culture. Aristotle identified a tendency to melancholia in
the artistic temperament; Shakespeare produced multiple variations
on the theme of lunatics and poets being “of imagination all
compact”; and Dryden coined the notion of a “thin partition” between
wit and insanity. As a matter of fact, madness and artistic talent are
often connected so strongly that it is used as a proxy for determining
the quality—and selling price—of an artwork.
The tortured artist has been a recurring character in fiction
and in real life; countless painters, composers, writers, and
musicians have indeed suffered from depression, bipolar disorder,
and schizophrenia. A 2012 study followed 1.2 million patients
and their relatives and found that bipolar disorder is more
common in individuals with artistic professions, including dancers,
photographers, and authors; scientists were also found to have
the same link. Authors were more likely to face other psychiatric
diseases, such as depression, anxiety, substance abuse, and
schizophrenia. Writers were also about 50% more likely to commit
suicide than the population at large.
Historically, the Bethlem Hospital and Museum were home to
several significant artists, perhaps most famously Richard Dadd,
who in 1843 was institutionalized at the age of 26 after undergoing
a psychotic fit during which he murdered his father; he remained
committed until his death in 1886. Dadd was a serious painter
whose work did come to take on some of the strange combinations
and eerie remoteness of his condition, which was probably
schizophrenia.
Perhaps the most extraordinary painting in the Museum is
The Maze by the modern Canadian artist William Kurelek. It is a
portrait of the deranged contents of the artist’s multi-compartmented
skull; he painted it while suffering from acute depression,
aged 26. When he got better, he gave one of his subsequent
Canadian landscapes to the Hospital as a demonstration of his
improvement. The correlation between extremely different mental
states and the scenes depicted in these two paintings is self-evident.
However, Kurelek’s technical ability as an artist is unchanged; it is a
function that was quite separate from his mental dysfunction.
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SPLIT

Other factors, such as personal and
biological characteristics, are more significant
in the extent of perceiving the drug effect and
the degree of changes in the patient's central
nervous system due to drug repeated use.
Adolescence is a risk factor of addiction; if
it occurs at this age, it becomes difficult to
treat and the person becomes more prone to
relapse.

Causes of Addiction

1. Genetic factors are responsible for 40–60%
of the risk factors of alcoholism, and there are
similar ratios of other addictive substances
identified in several studies.
2. Environmental factors include negative
childhood experiences, ill-treatment,
family dysfunctionality, and constant
stress—such as physical or emotional
abuse, violent scenes at home, a parent
suffering from a mental or psychological
illness—increase the risk of addiction.
3. Psychological factors include associated
mental disorders—such as schizophrenia,
depression, chronic anxiety, hyperactivity
and attention deficit disorder in children
and adolescents, or post-traumatic stress

disorder—increase the incidence of
addiction.
4. Community factors include the impact of
bad friends, the desire to experiment, and
lack of control from parents.

Treatment and Rehabilitation

Addiction treatment should help the
person abandon drug-use, remain drugfree, and become a productive person in
the family, work, and society.
Successful treatment includes:
1. Removing toxins from the body.
2. Behavioral therapy helps patients adjust
attitudes and behaviors related to drugabuse, increase healthy life skills,
and communicate with other forms of
treatment, such as pharmacotherapy,
including treatment in a rehabilitation
home or a therapeutic community.
3. Pharmacotherapy is used for treating
withdrawal symptoms and associated mental
disorders treatment, and preventing relapse.
4. Diagnosis and treatment of addictionassociated mental disorders.
5. Long-term follow-up to prevent relapse; the
treatment duration ranges two to six months.

Memories

MEMORIES
The brain is a complex system of
neurons and synapses—junctions between
nerve cells—which work together via
proteins to form memories. There are three
ways memories are stored: first in the
sensory stage, then in short-term memory,
and finally—for some memories—in longterm memory. The three stages of human
memory act as a filter, protecting us from
the information flood we are confronted with
daily.
Doctors classify memories based on
the amount of time the memory is stored.
Short-term memory is the very short time
that you keep something in your mind
before dismissing it or transferring it to longterm memory. Long-term memory, on the
other hand, is our brain’s system for storing,
managing, and retrieving information.
Short-term memory loss is the person’s
inability to recall recently occurred events;
it may range from previous seconds to a
few days. According to the Brain Aneurysm
Foundation (BAF), brain aneurysm may
cause short-term memory loss. Brain
aneurysms are weak, bulging spots on the
wall of brain arteries; they do not always
rupture, but when they do, they may cause
bleeding into the compartment surrounding
the brain. The pool of blood clots, increases
the pressure on the brain and can irritate,
damage, or destroy brain cells.
Finding Nemo, the famous 2003 Pixar
animated movie for children, introduced
us to Dory; a fictional blue tang fish that
suffers short-term memory loss. She knows
who she is, but has difficulty forming or
encoding new memories. She accidentally
meets Marlin while he chases a boat of

scuba divers who have just captured his
son, Nemo. Dory recalls seeing the boat
and agrees to show Marlin the way it went;
however, after swimming a few minutes,
she completely forgets who he is and
why he is following her. Dory suffers from
anterograde amnesia, a problem learning
new information; yet, she helps Marlin find
Nemo.
In humans, anterograde amnesia is
most associated with anterior temporal
damage, particularly to a structure called
the hippocampus, a brain structure located
in the medial temporal lobe. Memories
before the cause of amnesia are usually
preserved. If you have a short-memory
loss, you may do some small actions to
cope with the condition:
• Keep everyday items in the same place
and try to do things in the same order
each time.
• Write down information you think may be
important.
• Keep a diary at home, as well as at work,
to remind you to do daily tasks.
• Use an alarm clock to help you remember
to do something in the future, such as
taking something out of the oven.
• Repeat important information you need to
remember to someone or to yourself.
On the other hand, long-term memories
are formed when short-term memories
are consolidated in the hippocampus;
once the memories are consolidated,
they are available independent from the
hippocampus in the neocortex, where they
can be retrieved. A patient with long-term
memory loss has problems recalling stored
memories, not creating new memories.

Physical injuries, brain tumors and strokes,
and degenerative diseases can lead to
long-term memory loss.
Memory is similar to a jigsaw puzzle; to
remember a past event, we piece together
various remembered elements. How well
we remember things depends to a great
extent on how well we are attentive when
material is presented. In addition, the extent
to which we replay the material in our minds
and relating it to what we already know
affects our ability to remember.
Some people are lucky—or unlucky,
depending on the memories—have
photographic memory. Just like a
photograph freezes a moment, people
with photographic memory are able to take
mental snapshots and recall them without
error later. It is unclear whether this type of
memory is trainable or is it related only to
the events that affected us deeply.
Though some people are born with
this unique brain chemistry specialized
for an advanced photographic memory,
almost anyone can improve their memory
exponentially. Proper supplementation,
diet, exercise, meditation, and perfecting
your sleep are keys to maximize your
brain health to create an environment for
massive memory growth and cognitive
enhancement. Memory training programs
are essential to unlocking your brain’s full
potential to become the ultimate memory
machine.
Memory is still a deeply complex thing
that we are only beginning to understand.
However, if you encounter any memory loss
symptoms, do not panic; do like Dory, and
“just keep swimming”.

To keep or not to keep
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An ubiquitous anecdote attributed by Erasmus1 to Socrates2 narrates that a rich
man had sent his son to the latter to look over him and to judge his talents. “Well,
then, my lad,” said Socrates, “Speak, so that I can see you”. Socrates wanted to see
the student’s mind reflected in his true mirror—his speech—rather than his looks.
Imagine Socrates living in the third millennium, would he still ask his student the
same question or would he just read his student’s mind?
Socratic argumentative dialogues, through which Socrates thought and
taught, have impacted several thinkers, such as Hegel3 and Marx4. Nevertheless,
philosophy—once called the mother of all sciences—has impacted other specialized
sciences, such as physics.
Philosophy supports other sciences with its principles, and methods of cognition,
world-view, and exploration. Philosophy also shares with other sciences its views
about mind-reading, and how people could guess and predict others’ behaviors.
Moreover, philosophy is linked to science fiction; “Sci-Phi” is an actual term. That
link has raised several questions regarding the nature of the human mind, artificial
intelligence, time travel, virtual reality, among others. Those themes were portrayed
in modern science fiction, as in Brave New World, The Matrix, The Dead Zone,
among others.
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The Mind Reader
Social interaction forces
us every day to be mindreaders. A deep-down intuition
of what other people have in
their minds, which is obviously
reflected in their behaviors,
is always there. This ability
is known as the “Theory of
Mind (ToM)”; it attributes
mental states—beliefs, intents,
desires, knowledge, etc.—to
ourselves and to others. It also
helps us understand that others
have perspectives different
from ours.
Think of any simple social
situation, for example, a mother
and her crying baby. The
mother knows what her baby
is feeling; whether it is a cry of
hunger, thirst, pain, etc. Thus,
behaviors result from a set of
mental states, which dominate
our minds; in other words,
behaviors are the window
to our minds. From this, you
realize that mind-reading ability
is an integral part of social

intelligence; however, not all
people possess such ability.
Some people have social
and communication deficits;
they struggle to read others
facial expressions. They fail to
recognize others’ viewpoints
and communicative intentions;
this includes people with
autism, schizophrenia, as well
as addicts.
The Matrix
To guess what people think
or feel, we usually have to
observe their behaviors or listen
to their words; however, our
measures could be imperfect!
Several people try hard not to
reveal what is on their minds;
they do so unintentionally
for several reasons. Think of
the above example, you will
notice that the mother could
sometimes fail to identify
the reason of crying; maybe
the baby was frightened of
something, but she is not able
to recognize this.

Thus, scientists are currently
developing
mind-reading
mechanism, which apply the
functional Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (fMRI) technology,
which measures brain activity,
using brain scans by tracking
changes in the blood flow. This
mechanism makes it easier for
neuroscientists to observe any
changes in the mind safely and
effectively.
This technology, amongst
others, tries to prove that the
brain works as a computer,
using
electrical
impulses,
which communicates beliefs and
thoughts that are translated into
action. Accordingly, scientists
would be able to identify whether
a person is hungry or thirsty
based on their brain scans.
A senior lecturer in
psychology at the University
of Central Lancashire,
Dr. Sarita Robinson describes
this technology, saying: “If you
go back 100 years, you could
barely see inside the brain. We

were pumping the skin around
the skull with air and removing
the cerebral fluid and taking
some really dodgy X-rays just
to get an image of what was
going on. Now we have MRIs,
CAT scans, we can take blood
flow images. In the future, we
will be able to look at a brain
scan and see what a person is
thinking about.”
Existing mind-reading
technologies have revolutionized
human brain studies and
understanding how the mind
works; yet, they are still fairly
primitive. Nevertheless, do not
expect to hide your thoughts for
long; they will be revealed soon.
Big Brother is Watching You
Why would you need a
mind-reader when you share all
your thoughts on social media?
While people everywhere are
addicted to their smartphones
and are staring intently at them
all the time, Silicon Valley works
hard to build “brain hacking”
technology for Mobile Apps and
social media.
Every time you check
your phone, looking for a new
like or a new follower, social
media is hijacking your mind;
they just make you feel a little
extra awesome to recheck
your phone every now and

then, while you start to develop
a habit. If you think that it is
scary, you should know that
telepathy is becoming part of
the technology too!
Facebook has announced
that it is looking for a “braincomputer interface engineer”,
which people perceived as the
Company building a potential
mind-reading social network.
Mark Zuckerberg has later
confirmed that Facebook is
indeed working on a new mindreading technology.
Using neuroscience and
electrical engineering, such
technology would enable
people to talk to each other by
reading minds. Optical neuroimaging systems would allow
people to type 100 words per
minute; five times the speed
possible on a smartphone.
Maybe in the future, according
to Facebook, people would be
able to share their thoughts
directly by removing the
language barrier.
The Mentalist
In that sense, we might
expect that mastering mindreading is limited to scientists;
however, some of the world’s
leading experts are magicians.
A magician would present you
with a pile of cards and asks

you to select one, then asks
you to put it back. Afterwards,
s/he reveals a card s/he
has
previously
predicted
that you will choose, and
you get astonished that his/
her prediction is right! This
magic trick relies on making
the audience believe that the
magician, rather the mentalist,
was able to predict the card
from your face or that s/he has
read your mind.
In reality, that mentalist has
preselected this card based on
a psychological suggestion; this
preselected card should trigger
a particularly powerful mental
association for most people.
Though several magicians mix
mentally-themed
performance
with magic illusions, a magician
would focus on deceiving the
eye, but a mentalist focuses on
magic of the mind; it is all about
deceiving people’s thoughts.
The
legendary
David
Copperfield presented spectacular
illusions with grand finales, in an
act similar to that of a superhero,
simply by flying over the stage. That
finale left a great impression on all
audience, because that is what
magic is all about: manipulating
attention and blindsiding the
audience with paranormal acts, or
just as Michael Caine says in The
Prestige “You want to be fooled”.

On the other hand, telepathy
is the process of transmitting
information from one person to
the other without using our five
senses. However, telepathy is
considered within the scientific
community to be pseudoscience.
Thus, be careful about
differentiating between mindreading and other paranormal
activities, such as mentalism and
telepathy.

1. Erasmus (1466–1536): Dutch
philosopher and social critic.
2. Socrates (469–399 BCE): Classical
Greek philosopher credited as
one of the founders of Western
philosophy.
3. George
Hegel
(1770–1831):
German philosopher and a key
figure of German idealism.
4. Karl Marx (1818–1883): Prussianborn philosopher and revolutionary
socialist.

Now You See Me
Always remember that
the closer you look, the less
you see; nevertheless, the
more you learn, the more you
realize how much you do not
know. Possessing an ability to
read others’ minds can amaze
people; yet, using the latest
scientific discovery or just a
simple trick will make them
think you have magical powers.
Next time you encounter a
mind-reading situation at home,
in the street, at the circus, or
while using your phone; try
understanding whether you
are being fooled or just a new
technology is being applied.
It is up to you to make sure
that these powers are used for
good, not evil.
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Planetarium
Available Shows

Guided Tours Schedule
Sunday–Thursday:
10:30, 11:30, 12:30, 13:30, 14:30, 15:30

•
•
•

Museum entry fees are included in
all Planetarium shows tickets.
For non-audience of the Planetarium,
Museum entry fees are EGP 2.Museum Tours are free for ticket
holders.

15

9:30-16:00
12:00-16:00

14

Opening Hours
Sunday–Thursday:
Saturday: 		

13

History of Science Museum

12

• For the Planetarium daily schedule
and fees, please consult the
Center’s official website:
www.bibalex.org/psc
• Kindly note that, for technical
reasons, the Planetarium maintains
the right to cancel or change shows
at any time without prior notification.

11

Alexandria, The Cradle of
Astronomy
22 min.

9 10

To Space and Back
25 min.

8

Kaluoka’hina:
The Enchanted Reef
35 min.

7

The Life of Trees
33 min.

6

Seven Wonders
30 min.

5

Stars of the Pharaohs
35 min.

4

Oasis in Space
25 min.

3

Stars Show
45 min.

ﺑﺮﻧﺎﻣﺞ

2

The Mission
24 min.

1

Enlightened Mind
19 min.
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Programs

Competitions ﻣﺴﺎﺑﻘﺎت

اﻟ
ﻤﺮﺣﻠﺔ ا
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16 ye
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up: 4
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Festivities اﺣﺘﻔﺎﻟﻴﺎت
Super Science Show ﻋﺮض ﻋﺠﺎﺋﺐ اﻟﻌﻠﻮم
Workshops ورش ﻋﻤﻞ
ﻗﺎﻋﺔ اﻻﺳﺘﻜﺸﺎف

ALEXploratorium

ﻋﺮوض اﻟﻘﺒﺔ اﻟﺴﻤﺎوﻳﺔ

Planetarium Shows

ﺑﺮﻧﺎﻣﺞ ﻋﺎﺋﻠﺘﻲ وأﻧﺎ

My Family and Me Program

ً

، ﻋﺼﺮًا٣٫٠٠  ﺻﺒﺎﺣً ﺎ إﻟﻰ٩٫٠٠  ﻃﻮال أﻳﺎم اﺳﺒﻮع ﻣﻦ اﻟﺴﺎﻋﺔ:اﻟﺘﺴﺠﻴﻞ
.ﻣﺎ ﻋﺪا أﻳﺎم اﻟﺠﻤﻌﺔ واﻟﻌﻄﻼت اﻟﺮﺳﻤﻴﺔ
()اﻟﺘﺴﺠﻴﻞ ﻟﻠﻤﺠﻤﻮﻋﺎت ﻓﻘﻂ

Registration: All week days; 9:00 am – 3:00 pm,
except Friday and official holidays.
(Registration for groups only)

BAPSC

ALEXploratorium
Discovery Zone
Opening Hours
Sunday, Monday, Wednesday, Thursday:
		9:30-16:00
Tuesday: 		
9:30- 12:30
Saturday: 		
12:00-16:00
Guided Tours Schedule
Sunday, Monday, Wednesday, Thursday:
10:00, 11:00, 12:00, 13:00,14:00, 15:00
Tuesday: 10:00, 11:00
Saturday: 12:00, 13:00, 14:00
Entry Fees
Students: EGP 5.Non-students: EGP 10.Listen and Discover
• For the list of shows available
at the “Listen and Discover” and
the schedule, please consult the
Center’s official website:
www.bibalex.org/psc.
• For reservation, please contact the
PSC Administrator, at least one week
before the desired date.
Show fees
DVD shows:

Students: EGP 2.Non-students: EGP 4.-

3D shows:

Students: EGP 5.Non-students: EGP 10.-

12D shows:
EGP 20.-

Gentle

Reminder

